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ABSTRACT
Blazars are a subpopulation of quasars whose jets are nearly aligned with the line of sight,
which tend to exhibit multiwavelength variability on a variety of time-scales. Quasi-periodic
variability on year-like time-scales has been detected in a number of bright sources, and has
been connected to the orbital motion of a putative massive black hole binary. If this were
indeed the case, those blazar binaries would contribute to the nanohertz gravitational-wave
stochastic background. We test the binary hypothesis for the blazar population observed by
the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope, which consists of BL Lacertae objects and flat-
spectrum radio quasars. Using mock populations informed by the luminosity functions for BL
Lacertae objects and flat-spectrum radio quasars with redshifts z ≤ 2, we calculate the expected
gravitational-wave background and compare it to recent pulsar timing array upper limits. The
two are consistent only if a fraction �10−3 of blazars hosts a binary with orbital periods <5 yr.
We therefore conclude that binarity cannot significantly explain year-like quasi-periodicity in
blazars.

Key words: gravitational waves – BL Lacertae objects: general – galaxies: active –
pulsars:general – quasars: supermassive black holes.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Current observational searches for supermassive black hole
(SMBH) binaries on a variety of scales – from sub-pc to kpc
separations – and with masses ranging within 106M�−109M�
are motivated by a better understanding of both galaxy forma-
tion and gravitational-wave (GW) astrophysics. There are several
methods to characterize individual SMBH binaries that are thought
to reside in some active galactic nuclei (AGNs), including direct
imaging (Rodriguez et al. 2006; Bansal et al. 2017), long-term
photometric monitoring (Graham et al. 2015; Charisi et al. 2016;
Liu et al. 2016; Sandrinelli et al. 2017), and multi-epoch spec-
troscopy of AGN broad lines (Shen et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2014;
Runnoe et al. 2015, 2017; Wang et al. 2017). Sub-pc SMBH bi-
naries are of particular interest since they are in the regime where
GW emission starts to drive their inspiral and occurs at frequen-
cies where pulsar timing arrays (PTAs, Foster & Backer 1990) are
directly sensitive to. In this Letter, we focus on the blazar pop-
ulation and its contribution to the nanohertz GW stochastic back-
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ground assuming a fraction of the population is composed by SMBH
binaries.

Blazars are a particular type of AGN in which the jet is al-
most aligned with the line of sight (i.e. �5◦) as described by the
AGN unification model (Urry & Padovani 1995; Urry 2000). The
Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope has provided the most com-
plete all-sky catalog of blazars out to redshift z � 4 (Acero et al.
2015; Ackermann et al. 2017). Blazars may exhibit multiwavelength
quasi-periodicities on a variety of time-scales which have been pro-
posed to possibly range from days to years (Ackermann et al. 2015;
Sandrinelli et al. 2016, 2018). Quasi-periodic light curves on time-
scales ranging from months to years has been interpreted by some
to be due to binary orbital motion (De Paolis, Ingrosso & Nucita
2002; Rieger 2007). The quasi-periodic features may also be due
to intrinsic variability in the accretion disc such as low-frequency
quasi-periodic oscillations (King et al. 2013). Even though binary
models have been used to explain the observations and tests for rel-
ativistic Doppler boosts have been performed (D’Orazio, Haiman
& Schiminovich 2015; Charisi et al. 2018; Yan et al. 2018), most
candidates cannot definitively be confirmed nor ruled out with such
tests alone. With the advent of GW astronomy, a GW signal or lack
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thereof can provide an additional constraint on such binaries and
help to confirm or rule out the binary hypothesis as described below.

PTAs are expected to detect the stochastic nanohertz
gravitational-wave background (GWB) from the inspiral of the
SMBH binary population out to redshifts z � 2. The three interna-
tional collaborations that aim to detect GWs in this regime are the
North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves
(NANOGrav, Demorest et al. 2013; Arzoumanian et al. 2014),
the Parkes Pulsar Timing Array (PPTA, Reardon et al. 2016), and
the European Pulsar Timing Array (EPTA, Desvignes et al. 2016),
which together form the International Pulsar Timing Array (IPTA,
Verbiest et al. 2016).

The binary hypothesis, i.e. the supposition that quasars host a
SMBH binary if they exhibit certain photometric and/or spectro-
scopic features, has recently received attention in the context of
GW astrophysics. Sesana et al. (2018), S18 herein, tested the bi-
nary hypothesis for SMBH binary candidates selected via photo-
metric periodicity from the Catalina Real-time Transient Survey
(CRTS, Graham et al. 2015) and the Palomar Transient Factory
(PTF, Charisi et al. 2016). S18 computed the implied SMBH binary
merger rate from CRTS and PTF candidates and found the inferred
GW background to be in moderate-to-severe tension with current
PTA upper limits, depending on the corrections for incompleteness,
selection effects, virial-mass distributions, and mass-ratio distribu-
tions. There are also a number of binary blazar candidates that
have been reported in the literature based on their quasi-periodic
oscillations (Romero et al. 2000; Valtonen et al. 2008). Sandrinelli,
Covino & Treves (2014), Sandrinelli et al. (2018), and Ackermann
et al. (2015) recently reported two binary blazar candidates, PKS
2155-304 and PG1553+113, which exhibit evidence for multiwave-
length quasi-periodic modulations. The gamma-ray light curve in
particular shows quasi-periodic behaviour on year-like time-scales.
Follow-up studies have used binary models to explain the quasi-
periodic light-curve features (Caproni et al. 2017; Tavani et al.
2018). We caution that evidence for quasi-periodic features may
not always be statistically significant.

In this Letter, we test the binary hypothesis for the blazar pop-
ulation, which consists of BL Lacertae objects (BL Lacs) and flat-
spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs). Ajello et al. (2012), A12 herein,
and Ajello et al. (2014), A14 herein, obtained blazar luminosity
functions for FSRQs and BL Lacs, respectively. We use these lu-
minosity functions to estimate the cosmic merger rate of SMBH
binaries, assuming a given binarity fraction. The cosmic merger
rate is then integrated to get the background strain amplitudes and
compared to the most recent PTA upper limits. For our test of the
binary hypothesis, we will consider the scenario in which as much
as 10 per cent of blazars show quasi-periodicity that is statistically
significant (Sandrinelli et al. 2018), which we will assume to be
due to binarity. We adopt the same cosmology as A12 and A14
(H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1 and �M = 1 − �� = 0.27).

2 TH E C O S M I C B L A Z A R PO P U L AT I O N A N D
G R AV I TAT I O NA L - WAV E BAC K G RO U N D S

2.1 Blazar subpopulations

Blazars consist of two subpopulations: BL Lacs, which have a rel-
atively featureless optical emission continuum, and FSRQs, which
show optical emission lines. A12 and A14 obtained models for the
blazar luminosity functions for FSRQs and BL Lacs, respectively,

Figure 1. Realizations of the luminosity-dependent density evolution
model for FSRQs (A12) and BL Lacs (A14). The red and green lines
correspond to the FSRQ and BL Lac models evaluated at the best-fitting
parameters reported in A12 and A14, respectively. The shaded regions rep-
resent the 1σ uncertainties in these models.

which are defined as

d3N

dLγ dz d�
= d3N

dLγ dV d�

dV

dz
= �

(
Lγ , V (z), �

) dV

dz
, (1)

where Lγ is the gamma-ray luminosity, � is the photon index, and
dV/dz is the differential comoving volume per differential redshift.
We use the luminosity-dependent density evolution model for the
observed blazar population of A12 and A14. A12 and A14 also
present beaming corrections to these observed luminosity function
to obtain intrinsic luminosity functions that represent the parent
population of blazars. We account for these beaming corrections
when we estimate the cosmic merger rate as described in Section 2.3.
The main quantity of interest extracted from the luminosity function
is the number density of blazars, which we obtain by integrating the
luminosity function over all photon indices and luminosities:

n(z) = dN

dV
=

∫ Lγ,max

Lγ,min

∫ �max

�min

�(Lγ , z, �) d� dLγ . (2)

Integration boundaries are reported in A12 and A14. We plot the
number density for the BL Lacs and FSRQs in Fig. 1, considering
only the population at redshifts z ≤ 2, which is sufficient to account
for the bulk of the GW signal to which PTAs are sensitive to (Sesana,
Vecchio & Colacino 2008).

As A14 notes, the increase in the BL Lac number density at z

� 0.5 is due to contributions from the high-synchrotron-peaked BL
Lacs. A14 also notes that the turnover in the FSRQ number density
at z � 0.5 may imply an evolutionary connection between BL Lacs
and FSRQs (Böttcher & Dermer 2002; Ghisellini et al. 2011). We
do not consider such implications in this Letter and solely focus on
the binary fraction of each population as independently contributing
to the nanohertz GW background.

2.2 Blazar mass distributions

The BH mass is a particularly important parameter for our calcu-
lations because the strain amplitude scales with the chirp mass as
hc ∝ M5/3. Since BL Lacs do not show emission lines in their
spectra, host–galaxy relations – like the M−σ – are generally used
to infer the BH mass (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al.
2000; Barth, Ho & Sargent 2002; Falomo, Kotilainen & Treves
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Figure 2. Top panel: mass distribution of Fermi blazars. BL Lac masses
are often obtained via the M−σ relation while FSRQ masses are often
obtained with the virial method. We have applied bias corrections to the
FSRQ virial-mass distribution (Shen et al. 2008; Sesana et al. 2018) to
obtain an estimate of the true distribution of FSRQ masses. Bottom panel:
mass-ratio distribution for SMBH binaries from the Millennium simulation
(Springel et al. 2005).

2002; Tremaine et al. 2002; Barth, Ho & Sargent 2003; Plotkin
et al. 2011; Kormendy & Ho 2013). The BH masses for FSRQs,
instead, are typically obtained via virial methods (Castignani et al.
2013). We therefore apply the correction described in Shen et al.
(2008) and S18 to obtain estimates for the true FSRQ mass distri-
bution from the measured FSRQ virial masses. We plot the mass
distributions for the BL Lacs and FSRQs in the top panel of Fig. 2.

The mass distributions for the FSRQ and BL Lac populations are
fairly similar, which is expected given that there is no evidence in
the features, variability, or inclination of these blazar subpopulations
pointing to an intrinsic different nature of the accreting SMBH.

2.3 Generating blazar mock populations and computing the
GW background

Following Phinney (2001), the characteristic strain spectrum from a
population of circular SMBH binaries undergoing GW-dominated
inspiral is

h2
c(f ) = 4G

πc2f 2

∫ ∞

0
dz

∫ ∞

0
dM d2n

dz dM
1

1 + z

dEGW(M)

d ln fr
, (3)

where z is the redshift, M is the chirp mass and obeys M =
Mq3/5/(1 + q)6/5, with M = M1 + M2 being the total mass and
q = M1/M2 ≤ 1 as the mass ratio, d2n/dzdM is the cosmic merger

rate, and the energy radiated per logarithmic frequency interval is

dE

d ln fr
= 1

3
G2/3M5/3(πfr)

2/3. (4)

We discuss in Section 3 why our assumption of a circular SMBH
binary population (i.e. no eccentricity due to environmental cou-
pling) does not significantly affect our estimates. Given the A12
and A14 models for the complete blazar population, some fraction
may be binaries, which contributes to the GW background. We thus
approximate the cosmic merger rate as

d2n

dz dM = d2n

dM dtr

dtr

dz
≈ η

ζτco

dn

dM
dtr

dz
, (5)

where η is the average binary fraction, ζ is the beaming correction
factor, and τ co is the coalescence time-scale for a GW-driven, circu-
lar SMBH binary emitting at a rest-frame GW frequency fr = 2forb,
given by

τco(M, fr) = 5

256

(
GM
c3

)−5/3

(πfr)
−8/3 . (6)

To complete the calculation, we need to estimate the chirp-mass
distribution, P(M), and the coalescence time, τ co. The chirp-mass
distribution is estimated from the FSRQ and BL Lac mass functions
by assuming a SMBH binary mass-ratio distribution from the Mil-
lennium simulation (Springel et al. 2005), which is plotted in the
bottom panel of Fig. 2. Cosmological hydrodynamical simulations
like Illustris may predict a flatter mass-ratio distribution (Kelley,
Blecha & Hernquist 2017), though we discuss later in Section 3
that such differences in reasonable mass-ratio distributions do not
have a significant effect on the GW background amplitude.

Drawing from the blazar luminosity functions, mass distribu-
tions, and mass-ratio distribution of the Millennium simulation, we
generate N = 5 × 105 realizations for both blazar subpopulations.
For each value of (M, z), the coalescence time is then the one cor-
responding to the longest orbital period that Fermi probes, which
we take to be Porb = 5 yr. The reasoning for why the longest orbital
period that Fermi is sensitive to is used for the coalescence time for
the sample population as opposed to each sample’s respective or-
bital period is as follows. Suppose that N identical binaries (same in
mass and redshift) with different periods Pi < Porb, are identified in
the Fermi sample. The merger rate of this sample binary population
is

Ṅ ≡ dN

dtr
= N (Pi < Porb)

τco
, (7)

where τ co is the coalescence time evaluated at the longest orbital
period that Fermi is sensitive to. In other words, because of con-
tinuity, the merger rate is simply the number of observed binaries
N divided by the time each individual system would be observable
as a binary by Fermi. Further details can be found in S18. For the
average binary fraction, we take η = 0.1, which is motivated by the
fraction of bright blazars that exhibit year-time-scale quasi-periodic
behaviour (Sandrinelli et al. 2018). A12 reported a beaming correc-
tion factor of ζ F ≈ 0.001 for FSRQs, corresponding to their reported
average jet tilt angle of ∼5◦. For BL Lacs, we use ζ B ≈ 0.0025,
corresponding to A14’s reported jet tilt angle of ∼10◦.

The strain is usually expressed in terms of the GW amplitude at a
nominal reference frequency of 1 yr−1, as hc = Ayr

(
f /1 yr−1

)−2/3
.

After obtaining the characteristic strain spectra with equation (3),
we evaluate the amplitudes Ayr, which we then compare to PTA up-
per limits. Given that PTAs are most sensitive to the most massive
binaries at lower redshifts, we expect that the GW amplitude distri-
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Figure 3. Amplitude distributions for the BL Lac and FSRQ populations
assuming that 10 per cent of blazars are binaries (Sandrinelli et al. 2018),
i.e. η = 0.1, and with the beaming correction factors of ζB = 0.0025 (A14)
and ζ F = 0.001 (A12) for BL Lacs and FSRQs, respectively. The dotted,
dashed, and dot–dashed vertical lines are 95 per cent upper limits on Ayr

from PPTA, NANOGrav (11-yr), and EPTA, respectively.

butions we compute will be most sensitive to what the demographics
of our mock populations are at lower redshifts.

2.4 Quantifying tension with PTA upper limits

To compare the theoretical distributions to observations we use the
same framework adopted by S18. We define the odds ratio for the
null-hypothesis model over the binary-hypothesis model as

�NB = P(D|N)

P(D|B)

P(N)

P(B)
= P(D|N)

P(D|B)
, (8)

where we have taken the null hypothesis and binary hypothesis to
be a priori equally probable such that P(N) = P(B). The likelihood
of model X is

P(D|X) =
∫

PPTA(A)PX(A) dA, (9)

where PPTA(A) is the posterior amplitude distribution returned by
the analysis of PTA data. Following S18, we quantify tension with
the PPTA upper limits (Shannon et al. 2015), where we approximate
the PPTA posterior amplitude distribution as a Fermi function of
the form

PPTA(A) = C1

e(A−C2)/C3 + 1
, (10)

where C1 = 1.63, C2 = 1.2 × 10−16, and C3 = 2.6 × 10−16. The
probability of the null hypothesis is pN = p(D|N)/(p(D|N) + p(D|B))
and the probability of the binary hypothesis is pB = 1 − pN.

3 R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

With amplitude distributions for the BL Lac and FSRQ popula-
tions in hand, we can proceed to the comparison with recent PTA
upper limits. We plot the amplitude distributions and the reported
95 per cent upper limits from the PPTA NANOGrav 11-yr, and
EPTA in Fig. 3.

Both the BL Lac and FSRQ distributions show severe tension
with all PTA measurements. We quantify this tension in Table 1,
using the PPTA posterior distributions as test case. The odds ratios

Table 1. Model selection using posterior distributions from the PPTA be-
tween the null hypothesis and binary hypothesis for the FSRQ and BL Lac
populations with their respective beaming corrections and assuming η =
0.1.

Model Pair log10(�NB) pB

N/FSRQ 7.14 7.23 × 10−8

N/BL-Lac 8.31 4.81 × 10−9

Figure 4. Distributions of the maximum binary fraction for the BL Lac and
FSRQ populations allowed by the NANOGrav 11-yr 95 per cent upper limit
of Ayr = 1.45 × 10−15.

decisively favour the null hypothesis, and the probability that η =
0.1 of the BL Lacs and FSRQs are binaries is around 10−8. We
can therefore ask what binarity fraction at periodicities probed by
Fermi would be consistent with PTA data. Using the most recent
NANOGrav 11-yr upper limits (other limits yield quantitatively
similar results), we obtain binary fraction upper limits η � 10−3

for both populations, as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, no more than a
blazar in a thousand can host a SMBH binary with period P < 5 yr.

Although this calculation relies on a number of assumptions, they
are unlikely to significantly alter this main result. Despite our as-
sumption of a specific mass-ratio distribution, S18 and Inayoshi,
Ichikawa & Haiman (2018) have shown that reasonable mass-ratio
distributions can affect the overall GW background amplitude by
no more than a factor of ≈2, thus leaving our main result effec-
tively unchanged. Similarly, the GW background amplitude has
a strong dependence on the assumed maximum orbital period to
which Fermi is sensitive to, which we conservatively assumed to be
5 yr, thus making our results robust. We also notice that PTAs are
sensitive to sub-pc SMBH binaries regardless of whether they are
active or quiescent. Our calculation is representative of the true GW
background only if SMBH binaries are assumed to form solely in
gas-rich mergers, thus being harbored in quasars or blazars, i.e. in
AGNs in general. If conversely, SMBH binaries are not connected to
AGN activity, our estimates need to be corrected for the active duty
cycle of Fermi blazars. Again, such correction goes in the direc-
tion of making the GW background larger, thus strengthening our
results. We also assumed that the observed periodicity is related to
the binary orbital period, whereas binarity might induce periodicity
through precession. We note, however, that precession time-scales
are much longer than the binary orbital period. An observed preces-
sion on year-like time-scales would imply a much more compact
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binary, thus implying a much shorter coalescence time τ co, and
consequently a much higher GW background.

There are also a few dynamical effects that can partially suppress
the expected GW background in the PTA band. In fact, we did not
consider environmental coupling in this work since S18 finds that
the GW signal amplitude would decrease only by a factor of ∼1.5
at 6 nHz. Moreover, their estimate does not account for the fact
that increased eccentricity due to environmental coupling decreases
the coalescence time-scale for SMBH binaries, which increases
the cosmic merger rate, and ultimately, the GW background strain
amplitude.

4 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this Letter, we have used PTA upper limits on the stochastic
GW background at nanohertz frequencies to constrain the nature
of quasi-periodic blazar candidates that Fermi observes. The Fermi
blazar catalog contains the most complete all-sky census of γ -ray
blazars out to redshifts of z � 4 and statistically significant quasi-
periodicity on year-like time-scales has been detected in some of
the brightest sources. One interpretation of this observed quasi-
periodicity on year-like time-scales is that it stems from the orbital
motion of a SMBH binary. If this is indeed the case, then the
collective population of periodic blazars would produce a stochastic
GW background detectable in the PTA frequency band.

As previously demonstrated by S18, we have shown that even
though PTAs have not yet detected the nanohertz GW stochastic
background, the upper limits that they place provide astrophysically
relevant constraints for characterizing the SMBH binary population.
We have also presented upper limits on the binary fraction of BL
Lacs and FSRQs of the blazar population, where we have used
blazar luminosity functions, distributions for the measured masses
from host-galaxy relations for BL Lacs and corrected virial masses
for FSRQs, and mass-ratio distributions informed by the Millen-
nium simulation. We conclude that binarity alone cannot explain
the quasi-periodic behaviour of blazars.

Further study of current binary candidates and future searches
for sub-pc SMBH binaries will continue. We expect the methods
presented in S18 and this Letter to be pivotal tests to favour or
disfavour SMBH binary candidates.
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